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Google TrendsTM is a popular tool for analyzing healthcare-seeking patterns based on observed changes in
the relative search volume (RSV) of the queries made on the GoogleTM search engine. Google TrendsTM was
increasingly utilized during the pandemic to assess the impact on mental health, risk communication, the
impact of media coverage, and preparedness prediction. The objective of this study was to evaluate the
impact of the Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic on help-seeking behaviors for seizures
and/or epilepsy by assessing the changes in seizure-related online queries in periods before and since
the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic on Google TrendsTM. We compared the RSV volumes in the year
prior to and during the COVID-19 pandemic against weekly COVID-19 positive cases for each state and
US census regions Search terms were categorized according to seizure symptoms or seizure treatment.
Our study showed no significant increase in the RSV for seizure and epilepsy-related searches during
the COVID-19 pandemic via Google TrendsTM. Public health entities and medical systems may use
Google Trends TM as a way to predict national, regional, and local patient needs and drive resources to
meet patient demands.

� 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic caused sig-
nificant disruption to healthcare delivery systems worldwide. As of
September 2021, about 40 million people in the United States (U.S)
have been infected, with approximately 743,410 deaths [1]. The
massive influx of COVID-19 patients has nationally overburdened
hospitals as the rapid depletion of medical supplies, rationing of
healthcare providers and ancillary staff resulted in calls for
reassessing the triaging criteria for neurologic admissions and
transfer to hospitals [2]. The turmoil faced by hospitals has also
been widely reported by news and social media outlets, as means
of both maintaining transparencies and cautioning the public
against poor adherence to hygiene practices and personal protec-
tive equipment such as masks, and during the later stage of the
pandemic, vaccine hesitancy or refusal. A probable downside of
the news reports and inside scoops from hospital facilities was
the generation of fear of exposure to the infection in a clinical set-
ting, resulting in deterrence and delay in receiving medical help
warranted for treatable and preventable acute medical conditions
such as myocardial infarction, stroke, and hyperglycemia crises
[3]. One Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) report
estimated that 40.9% of U.S adults avoided medical care during
the pandemic secondary to concerns about COVID-19, of which
12% avoided urgent or emergency care [4]. Google TrendsTM is a
popular tool for analyzing healthcare-seeking patterns based on
observed changes in the relative search volume (RSV) of the
queries made on the GoogleTM search engine [5–7]. Google TrendsTM

was increasingly utilized during the pandemic to assess the impact
of mental health [5], risk communication [6], the impact of media
coverage, and preparedness prediction [7]. The objective of this
study was to evaluate the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
the help-seeking behaviors for seizures and/or epilepsy by assess-
ing the changes in seizure-related queries in periods before and
since the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic on Google TrendsTM.
1.1. Methodology

1.1.1. Data collection
Google TrendsTM provides a platform to query the RSV of a key-

word over a given period in a given region. RSV ranges from 0 to
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Fig. 1. (a and b) RSV (relative search volume) and Cases by category for Northeast, 2019-01-22 to 2020-12-06. (a and b) illustrate the number of RSV spikes for both keyword
categories: seizure symptoms (a) and seizure treatment (b) in the Northeast from January through December 2020 period (COVID-19 period), compared to the January to
December 2019 (control period). Log scale (dotted line) illustrates the exponentially growing COVID-19 cases.
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100, where a higher number for a point of time indicates a larger
portion of searches. Each team member was designated the task
to create a list of keywords or search phrases that are most likely
to be used for searching seizure-related information online. A pre-
vious infodemiological study of online behavior for epilepsy-
related search terms was also used as a reference to include perti-
nent keywords [8]. The list of keywords was pooled together, and
repetitions were removed. The finalized list of keywords was
divided into two categories: seizure symptoms (‘‘epilepsy help”,
‘‘epilepsy seizure”, ‘‘multiple seizures”, ‘‘seizure brain damage”,
‘‘seizure breathing”, ‘‘seizure death”, ‘‘seizure fever”, ‘‘seizure
injury”, ‘‘seizure symptoms”, ‘‘seizure risk”, ‘‘seizure twitching”,
‘‘SUDEP”, ‘‘sudden unexplained death”, ‘‘epilepsy death”) and sei-
zure treatment (‘‘how to stop seizure”, ‘‘seizure medicine”, ‘‘seizure
plan”, ‘‘seizure position”, ‘‘seizure response”, ‘‘stop seizure”, ‘‘what
to do during a seizure”, ‘‘what to do for a seizure”).

We queried each keyword in Google TrendsTM, for each state (i.e.,
50 US states and the District of Columbia) with search property of
‘‘web searches” and ‘‘all categories”, for January 27, 2019 to
2

December 6, 2020 period. This time range was chosen to include
the 12 months preceding the first case of COVID-19 in the United
States (January 2020) as a control for normal trends in searching
these terms. The resulting weekly RSV data were downloaded
and data were compiled into a single file with a date (first day of
the week), state, keyword, and RSV columns. State-wide daily
COVID-19 cases data from January 26, 2020, to December 11,
2020, were downloaded from ‘‘The COVID-19 Tracking Project” at
The Atlantic [9]. No institutional review board approval was
required as these were publicly available data.

1.1.2. Google TrendsTM and COVID-19 data
Keywords were grouped into two categories: seizure symptoms

and seizure treatments. The states were also reviewed individually
and grouped into their respective U.S census regions (West Mid-
west, South, and Northeast) [10].

To make the analysis feasible, the 2244 weekly RSV series (i.e.,
one series per state-keyword pair) were aggregated to produce 8
weekly RSV series (one series per region-category pair) by taking



Fig. 2. (a and b) RSV (relative search volume) and Cases by category for Midwest, 2019-01-22 to 2020-12-06. (a and b) illustrate the number of RSV spikes for both keyword
categories: seizure symptoms (Fig. 1a) and seizure treatment (Fig. 1b) in the Midwest from January through December 2020 period (COVID-19 period), compared to the
January to December 2019 (control period). Log scale (dotted line) illustrates the exponentially growing COVID-19 cases.

Table 1
Mann–Whitney U test results comparing RSV (Relative Search Volume) series for the
control period vs COVID-19 period by category and region.

Region Category Mann Whitney U Test
P-value

Northeast seizure symptoms 0.133
seizure treatment 0.038*

Midwest seizure symptoms 0.027
seizure treatment 0.430

West seizure symptoms 0.160
seizure treatment 0.128

South seizure symptoms 0.094
seizure treatment 0.422
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simple averages. Since the raw RSV figures are a portion of total
searches in the entire period rather than absolute searches, averag-
ing meant each state in each region was given equal weight, irre-
spective of their population.

The number of daily COVID-19 cases was aggregated into
weekly series for comparison with the similarly organized RSV
data. Similarly, COVID-19 data were also organized by region (by
summing up total cases in the constituent states).

The RSV for each category and region was plotted against the
respective region’s COVID-19 case series. Log scale was used for
the exponentially growing COVID-19 cases in the plots inline for
visualizing epidemiological data to highlight changes in growth
rate [11]. Correlations between RSV series with the respective
absolute COVID-19 cases series were also calculated for the over-
lapping period (January 26, 2020 to December 6, 2020).

To ascertain whether the structure of the RSV series was differ-
ent after the first COVID-19 case became known in the U.S, we con-
ducted the Mann–Whitney U test to compare the series over the
3

pre-COVID control period (January 27, 2019 to January 19, 2020)
with series over the COVID-19 period (January 26, 2020 to Decem-
ber 6, 2020 (COVID-19 period).



Fig. 3. (a and b) Observed and predicted RSV (relative search volume) for both keyword categories: seizure symptoms (a) and seizure treatment (b) in the Northeast from
January through December 2020 period (COVID-19 period), compared to the January to December 2019 control period. (a and b) illustrate the application of the control-
period based predictive model of the RSV (dotted line), and the observed RSV (blue line) for the ‘‘seizure symptoms” (a) and ‘‘seizure treatment” (b) categories for the COVID-
19 period in the Northeast.
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Our final step was to model the RSV data based on the control
period and predict RSV for the COVID-19 period. The observed
and predicted RSVs were then used to conduct a pooled two-
tailed t-test to test the hypothesis that the presence of COVID-19
had resulted in a change in RSV for each category, in each region.

1.1.3. Data processing and analysis
Data processing and analysis were carried out using open

source numerical and statistical Python packages on Google Colab.
Graphs were plotted using matplotlib 3.2.2 [12], and arima model-
ing and forecasting were done using pmdarima 1.8.2 [13].

2. Results

Overall, no increase in RSV was observed after the beginning of
the pandemic compared to the control period. Moreover, no signif-
4

icant correlations were found in RSV for each topic and region
against the respective region’s COVID-19 case series (Supplement
table 1).

For the Northeast region, the number of spikes for ‘‘seizure
treatment” was significantly higher during the COVID-19 period
(p-value = 0.038), compared to the control period (Fig. 1a and b).
Although a similar greater number of spikes were observed for
both categories in the Midwest between July 2020 and October
2020 (Fig. 2a and b), they were not statistically significant
(Table 1).

With the predictive model in place for RSV, ‘‘seizure treat-
ments” in the Northeast was the only a combination where
observed searches were higher after the first COVID-19 case com-
pared to the predicted searches (Fig. 3). However, after applying a
two-tailed test, we found the difference was not significant (p-
value = 0.662).
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3. Discussion

We used the Google TrendsTM seizure-related search results to
assess whether seizure or epilepsy help-seeking behavior was
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. We hypothesized that a sig-
nificant increase in seizure-related search queries during the
COVID-19 pandemic could serve as an indicator of altered help-
seeking behavior with a possible increased reliance on online infor-
mation for self-treatment. Internet search engines, such as Goo-
gleTM, are increasingly being utilized by patients for medical
literature, including first-aid actions and information about disease
prognosis. This is indeed true for epilepsy and seizure-related
internet searches [8,14]. Google TrendsTM have been previously
used in epilepsy with trends in seizure searches being associated
with alcohol-related seizures during holidays associated with high
alcohol consumption as well as health-issues concerning famous
celebrities [15,16], known as the ’Robin Williams’ Phenomenon’
[17,18]. Additionally, since the COVID-19 pandemic, Google
TrendsTM has been vital in shedding light on certain healthcare
behaviors. Ayers et al. documented a spike in anxiety-related
searches on Google TrendsTM at the beginning of the pandemic, sug-
gestive of self-diagnostic/help-seeking behavior for panic and anx-
iety attacks [5]. Similarly, Walker et al. demonstrated a significant
overlap between the health queries about loss-of-smell globally
with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic [19]. Recent studies have
shown a significant drop in acute admissions for seizures since the
pandemic [20,21]. This is contrary to the predictions of increased
seizure incidence because of acute mental stress, sleep deprivation,
reduced access to healthcare and pharmacies, and drastic changes
to clinical practice [20,22]. In light of these predictions and the
popular use of Google TrendsTM data as the surrogate of help-
seeking behavior, we found it reasonable to test our hypothesis.
Our results showed that there was no significant increase in sei-
zure and epilepsy-related searches during the COVID-19 pandemic,
hence we were not able to assess any changes in help-seeking
behavior via Google TrendsTM. However, the greater number of
spikes in the Northeast and the Midwest regions, corresponding
to the respective COVID-19 spikes in these regions does suggest
increased help-seeking behavior. Similarly, searches for ‘‘seizure
treatments” showed above-average RSV compared to the predic-
tive, albeit non-significant (Supplement table 1). There are a few
possibilities for our findings, firstly, perhaps our vocabulary,
although comprehensive, failed to capture additional keywords
or phrases that might have been used for seizure queries, which
is the major limitation of our study. Secondly, epilepsy reportedly
affects 1.2% of the U.S population [23], compared to more prevalent
conditions like heart disease (4.6%) [24] and anxiety disorders
(2.7–9.5%) [25], this might have resulted in non-significant results
due to smaller Google TrendsTM search volumes. Lastly, searches
were only carried out in the keywords/phrases in the English lan-
guage, not accounting for the various multi-lingual individuals of
the population.
4. Conclusion

Internet searches are often the first approach for individuals
seeking medical information for acute and chronic health condi-
tions. Google TrendsTM is an excellent resource for studying online
behavior to ensure that medical literature available online is accu-
rate and helpful. Our study did not show a significant increase in
help-seeking behavior for seizures and epilepsy-related health
queries. Future studies should utilize a more direct approach to
5

studying the impact of COVID-19 on internet searches for epilepsy
to better understand this issue. Public health entities and hospitals
may use Google TrendsTM as a way to predict local patient needs.
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